Study Abroad Photo Guide

High school students learning about Calvin like to see the places they can go. If you are studying abroad and love photography, here are three types of photos that fit into the Calvin University brand.

Landscape Adventure

*Nature, Expansiveness, Paths, Journeys, Travel, Architecture.* For this category, the landscape is the focal point; people are secondary. Think beautiful landscapes as the focus, and the students are on a journey. These photos are intended to capture the beauty of an adventurous moment, and the people are generally unaware of the camera.

Knights in Action

*Justice, Service, Action.* The photos in this category should show students actively doing something. We want to see students being Christ's agents of renewal in the world. Show students interacting with each other and the people around them, researching, or assisting in an activity.

Your Experience

*Playful, Happy, Friendly.* This category should show fun activities you might enjoy while studying abroad. People are aware of the camera and expressing joy, energy, or excitement. The images should feel friendly and uplifting.

Examples are displayed on the following pages. Photos must be your original work. High resolution images (minimum of 2MB) can be emailed to *marketing@calvin.edu* or shared through OneDrive.
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